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We study the chiral phase transition of the two-flavor Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model in a rotating sphere,
which includes both rotation and finite size effects. We find that rotation leads to a suppression of the chiral
condensate at finite temperature, while its effects are smaller than the finite size effects. Our work can be helpful
to study the effects relevant to rotation in heavy-ion collisions in a more realistic way.
I. INTRODUCTION
Exploring the properties of strongly interacting matter un-
der rotation is of particular importance and has attracted ex-
tensive attention. For example, the neutron star, which con-
sists of dense nuclear matter, can rotate rapidly [1]. The
most vortical strongly interacting fluid with the vorticity about
1022s−1 has been created in non-central high energy heavy-
ion collision (HIC) experiments [2]. The properties of rotating
strongly interacting matter were also studied with lattice QCD
[3]. It is predicted that rotation can lead to many interesting
transport phenomena, such as chiral vortical effect [4–6] and
chiral vortical wave [7]. These phenomenon can lead to mea-
surable experimental signals in heavy-ion collisions. Besides
the transport properties, rotation can influence the phase struc-
ture and phase transition of matter. It is found that rotation
will suppress the scalar pairing states [8]. In the non-central
HIC experiments, it would be very interesting to study how
the chiral transition of the hot and dense QCD matter be in-
fluenced by such large vorticity. The system of interacting
fermions under rotation has been studied in unbounded [8, 9]
and bounded [10, 11] geometries in effective field models, as
well as in the holographic approaches [12–14]. However, to
give a realistic simulation of the hot and dense QCD matter
produced in HIC experiments, one should consider the finite
size effects since the typical size of the systems are estimated
to be only about 2−10 fm [15]. Finite size effects can modify
the phase structure of strong interaction and affect the dynam-
ics of phase conversion (see a review in e.g. [16]).
In order to consider both rotation and finite size effects, we
perform our studies for the strongly interacting matter in a ro-
tating sphere with the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model. For
simplicity, we consider a rigidly rotating system. For such
a system, the direction transverse to the rotation axis must
be bounded to make sure the rotating speed cannot exceeds
the speed of light, otherwise the causality will be violated
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and some pathologies will occur [17]. To bound the system
in a finite region, one should choose a boundary condition.
However, different boundary conditions will lead to different
physical results [18]. We have demonstrated the importance
of boundary conditions when studying finite size effects in a
recent work [19] and argued that the MIT boundary condition
may be more suitable than (anti)periodic boundary condition
when studying finite size effects due to its confinement fea-
ture. Thus, in this paper, we will use the MIT boundary con-
dition to bound the system in a sphere as we did in [19].
First, we would like to give a qualitative explanation what
the effects of finite size and rotation are. It is well known
that in principle the spontaneous symmetry broken only oc-
cur in infinitely large systems [20]. So, in NJL model, we
expect the finite size will lead to the restoration of chiral sym-
metry and thus a lower effective mass [19, 21]. For rotation,
the global angular momentum will induce a rotational polar-
ization effect which "force" microscopic angular momentum
to be parallel to the global angular momentum, so the chiral
condensate state which has zero angular momentum will be
suppressed [8], thus the effective mass becomes smaller. Our
calculation below will confirm our intuitive understanding.
This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we derive
the spectrum of free fermions in a rotating sphere. The chi-
ral phase transition of the NJL model in a rotation sphere is
studied in Sec. III and a summary is given in Sec. IV.
II. DESCRIPTION IN ROTATING FRAME
If we set the rotating axis to be z axis, the metric of rotating
frame with angular velocity Ω can be written as [11]
gµν =
 1−
(
x2+ y2
)
Ω2 yΩ −xΩ 0
yΩ −1 0 0
−xΩ 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1
 . (1)
We adopt the convention that iˆ, jˆ · · · = tˆ, xˆ, yˆ, zˆ and µ,ν · · · =
t,x,y,z refer to the Cartesian coordinate in the local rest frame
and the general coordinate in rotating frame respectively.
The Dirac equation of a fermion with mass M in the curved
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FIG. 1. Effective mass as a function of T at various Ω.
spacetime is
[iγµ(∂µ +Γµ)−M]ψ = 0, (2)
where
Γµ =− i4ωµ iˆ jˆσ
iˆ jˆ,
ωµ iˆ jˆ = gαβ e
α
iˆ (∂µe
β
jˆ
+Γβνµe
µ
jˆ
),
σ iˆ jˆ =
i
2
[γ iˆ,γ jˆ],
(3)
with the Christoffel connection, Γλµν = 12 g
λσ (gσν ,µ+gµσ .ν−
gµν ,σ ), and the gamma matrix in curved space-time, γµ =
eµ
iˆ
γ iˆ. The vierbein eµ
iˆ
connects the general coordinate with
the Cartesian coordinate in the rest frame, xµ = eµ
iˆ
xiˆ. Then
the Dirac equation can be reduced to[
γ tˆ (i∂t +ΩJz)+ iγ xˆ∂x+ iγ yˆ∂y+ iγ zˆ∂z−M
]
ψ = 0. (4)
So, we can regard the Hamiltonian in a rotating frame is
shifted as Hˆ → Hˆ −ΩJz, where Hˆ is the Hamiltonian in the
rest frame.
There are sphere wave solutions to the Dirac equation (4).
We can check that a complete set of commutating opera-
tors consist of Hˆ, Jˆ2, Jˆz, Kˆ = γ tˆ(~Σ · ~J − h¯/2), so the eigen-
states can be labeled by a set of eigenvalues: energy E, to-
tal angular-momentum quantum number j = 1/2,3/2, · · · , to-
tal z-angular-momentum number m j =− j,− j+1, · · · , j, and
κ = ±( j+ 1/2) [22]. To bound the system in a sphere, we
impose the MIT boundary condition [23, 24]
−irˆ ·~γψ(t,r,θ ,φ)|r=R = ψ(t,r,θ ,φ)|r=R, (5)
where rˆ is the unit vector normal to the sphere surface, and
~γ = (γ1,γ2,γ3). This boundary condition makes normal com-
ponent of the fermionic current jµ = ψγµψ to be zero on the
surface. The causality requires ΩR < 1. With this boundary
condition, the allowed values of momentum p are given by the
following eigen-equations [25]
jlκ (pR) =−sgn(κ)
p
Ep+M
jlκ (pR), (6)
where
lκ =
{ −κ−1 for κ < 0
κ for κ > 0 ,
3lκ =
{ −κ for κ < 0
κ−1 for κ > 0 ,
jl(x) is the l-th ordered spherical Bessel function. We la-
bel the i-th root of eq. (6) with j and κ by p jκ,i, then the
corrsponding energy with z-angular-momentum m j is E =√
p2jκ,i+M2−Ωm j. Once we obtain the spectrum in rotat-
ing frame, we can trun to the modification of the NJL model.
III. CHIRAL PHASE TRANSITION IN A ROTATING
SPHERE
The Lagrangian of the two-flavor NJL model is
L = ψ(iγµ∂µ −m0)ψ+G[(ψψ)2+(ψiγ5τψ)2], (7)
where m0 is the current quark mass, and G is the effective
coupling. In the mean field approximation, the gap equation
at finite temperature is given as [26]
M = m0+4GNcN f
∫
d3 p
(2pi)3
M
Ep
(1− 2
1+ exp(EpT )
), (8)
where Nc = 3,N f = 2 is the number of colors and favors, re-
spectively. To consider the finite size effects, we replace the
integral over continous momentum modes with a sum over
discrete modes [19]. As for the rotation, we follow [9] to
identify Ωm j as a chemical potential, then the gap equation
is modified to
M =m0+2GNcN f
1
V
∑
j
∑
p jκ,i
m j= j∑
m j=− j
M
Ep jκ,i
(1−
1
1+ exp(
Ep jκ,i−Ωm j
T )
+
1
1+ exp(
Ep jκ,i+Ωm j
T )
).
(9)
where Ep jκ,i =
√
p2jκ,i+M2, and V is the volume of the
sphere. Here we note that in this paper we treat the chiral con-
densation 〈ψψ〉= (M−m0)/(2G) to be homogeneous. Since
NJL model is a non-renormalizable model, regularization is
needed. A usual adopted regularization is the three momen-
tum cutoff which ignore the high-frequency modes. But in
a finite volume system, only the high-frequency modes can
exist, so here we adopt the proper time regularization [26],
which takes into account the contribution of all modes. The
key equation of this regularization is a replacement
1
An
→ 1
(n−1)!
∫ ∞
τUV
dττn−1e−τA. (10)
where τUV is the regularization parameter. We enforce this
replacement to the divergent term in the gap equation (9).
Before our numerical calculation, we do some qualitative
analysis. First, we consider the zero temperature case, one
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FIG. 2. Thermal susceptibility as a function of T at various Ω.
can find the gap equation reduces to
M =m0+2GNcN f
1
V
∑
j
∑
p jκ,i
m j= j∑
m j=− j
M
Ep jκ,i
, (11)
which is independent of Ω. So rotation has no effect at zero
temperature, which has been already discussed in [10, 11].
At finite temperature, one can show for any Ω that
m j= j∑
m j=− j
(1− 1
1+ exp(
Ep jκ,i−Ωm j
T )
+
1
1+ exp(
Ep jκ,i+Ωm j
T )
)
≤
m j= j∑
m j=− j
(1− 1
1+ exp(
Ep jκ,i
T )
+
1
1+ exp(
Ep jκ,i
T )
).
(12)
Thus rotation will lead to a smaller effective mass at finite
temperature, which is consistent with what we explained in
the introduction.
Now let us study how the effective mass changes with T
and Ω. In Fig. 1, we show M as a function of T for various
Ω at some fixed radii. The parameters are chosen as m0 =
5 MeV,τUV = 1/1080 MeV−2,G = 3.26×10−6 MeV−2.
We can observe that the effective mass decreases with de-
creasing the volume, as we explained in the introduction and
found in previous study [19]. At fixed radius, the rotation sup-
4press the chiral condensation at finite temperature, thus make
the phase conversion happens at lower temperature. However,
it has no effect at zero temperature. One can observe that rota-
tion has considerable effects only when ΩR are close to unity,
which can be achieved in HIC experiments. Also, one can
observe that finite size has stronger effects on the phase con-
version than the rotation for a system in fetermeter scale. To
see how rotation influences phase conversion more clearly, we
present the thermal susceptibility χT = ∂ 〈ψψ〉∂T as a function of
temperature for various Ω at two different radii in Fig. 2. We
can observe that the peaks occur at lower temperature when
Ω increases, which indicates the phase conversion happens at
lower temperature. Also, the peaks becomes shaper when Ω
increases.
IV. SUMMARY
We studied the chiral phase transition with the NJL model
in a rotating sphere. It was found that both rotation and fi-
nite size effects catalyze the phase conversion from hadron
phase to quark phase, but the later has stronger effects than
the former. Furthermore, rotation can induce nontrivial trans-
port phenomena, which is very important for exploring the
properties of hot and dense QCD matter created in the HIC
experiments. On the other hand, the analogy and interplay be-
tween rotation and magnetic field has been discussed in some
other literatures [9], it is also a topic deserves discussion since
HIC experiments produce strong magnetic field as well. Our
work may be helpful for studying these problems in a more
realistic way in the future.
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